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A new tool for the analysis of our competition 

for a better market focus

By Antonio Brunetto, COO Office and responsible for Risk Management

The offshore drilling business is living a transformation period. Oil price

recording frequently decreases, preference of our clients towards modern

rigs becoming stronger and stronger and key competitors living a period of

severe financial troubles are driving the offshore drilling towards a period

of changes.

For sure it is not easy to predict which direction the offshore drilling

business will take. The availability of new tools allows today to make much

more time effective and reader friendly analyses than in the past and may

allow in supporting the interpretation of what happens in our business. For

this reason, a new tool to monitor and analyse the current trends in the

competition has been developed. The reply to questions like “Which

competitors are present in a country or are under contract with a specific

client?”, “Which rigs are expected to be scrapped in the near future?” or

“Which is the residual contract duration of the rigs working in a specific

country?” and many others has become easier simply surfing within a report

powered by PowerBI.
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All the analyses are based on the experience we gained in the last years in

interpreting the market data and are customized on the features of our

fleet and are focused on both areas where Saipem is present and of interest

for future business opportunities.

A standard set of analyses is made available in “DROF.COO Office.offshore

drilling supply analysis” in Teams; both insights on the current status of the

market and a library reporting what happened in the past are included.

The development of further modules in the analysis are in the pipeline of

the activities along 2021.
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The report targets the monitoring for optimization of engine

efficiency and reduction of GHG emissions.

The data required is collected from daily drilling reports of the Rig

which is synced with Headquarters and then analyzed.

Information regarding activities ongoing are connected to fuel

consumptions, GHG emissions are estimated based on the engine

loads, engines power bands and type of fuel consumed onboard.

The BI report contains one page for the multi-Rig analysis and three

different pages for the single Rig analysis.

HOME NEWS

The green attitude of drilling rigs

GHG – Green House Gases report

by DOFOP Office

To continue in the next page
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The overview landing page is dedicated to display all Rigs data

analytics: thebcharts inside represent fuel consumption, fuel

consumption rate, power generated data, average load and number

of engines running.

The single Rig pages show graphs such as power generated versus

field consumption, power generated versus fuel consumption rates,

greenhouse gas related analytics; all of them could displayed with

overlayed macro activities ongoing on the Rig: this last topic is very

useful to recognize patterns and act accordingly.

To continue in the next page
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Each graphical trend and KPI's can be exported in raw data for further

analysis.

The analytics can be performed on last day, month, year as selected

or with customized start and end dates, which can provide some

useful insight comparing trends.

Additional details on calculations used can be displayed by dedicated

info buttons.

The module is ready to accept data from air quality pollution or

emissions flowmeters in case of installation.

Footprint measurement, Mark left

- Report link https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/apps/638cd8f9-ca91-4ff4-

a347-815be1db7b90/reports/7fc89e3e-3738-43ff-b1a9-

c5927500bde0/ReportSection?bookmarkGuid=Bookmarkda07d4b9d8080460e7d2

- Video tutorial https://web.microsoftstream.com/video/11633ae4-a4cd-448d-

b9cf-e769c8cf0507

https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/apps/638cd8f9-ca91-4ff4-a347-815be1db7b90/reports/7fc89e3e-3738-43ff-b1a9-c5927500bde0/ReportSection?bookmarkGuid=Bookmarkda07d4b9d8080460e7d2
https://web.microsoftstream.com/video/11633ae4-a4cd-448d-b9cf-e769c8cf0507
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By Paolo Brunetti, Offshore Drilling Environment Manager

The Paris Agreement was adopted by 196 Parties at COP 21 in Paris,

on 12 December 2015 and entered into force on 4 November 2016.

Its goal is to limit global warming to well below 2, preferably to 1.5

degrees Celsius, compared to pre-industrial levels.

To achieve this long-term temperature goal, countries aim to reach

global peaking of greenhouse gas emissions as soon as possible to

achieve a climate neutral world by mid-century.

Implementation of the Paris Agreement requires economic and

social transformation, based on the best available science and

technology.

Division NetZero Program

Together, we can reach the 

NetZero target.
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For such reason, countries, international organizations, clients,

financiers and companies are committed to define “SMART” targets to

reduce the greenhouse gases emissions within 2050 or earlier (NetZero

Program).

WHAT IS A NETZERO PROGRAM? 

NetZero Program refers to achieving a balance between the amount 

of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions produced and the amount removed 

from the atmosphere.

Within this context, this year, Drilling Offshore Division will commit to

define a long-term strategy (2021-2050) to reduce the GHG emissions

produced by the drilling fleet.

The question is … how is it possible to reach carbon neutrality?

The actions to reach carbon neutrality are extremely complex and

require a cross-functional approach. These actions include technical

and management measures to improve the energy efficiency of the

vessels and offset measures that aim to compensate the emissions

that cannot be reduced by technological innovations.

The planning and the implementation of such measures require the

full support of all the functions.
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Sea Lion 7, 1 year LTI free

On 8th January 2021 Sea Lion 7 reached the important milestone of

one year without LTI.

The operations of Rig Sea Lion 7, a new rig with a new staff, started

with the commissioning of the rig and a consequentially the beginning

of a new project for the Aramco Client, a challenging difficult

moment that required additional effort and skills to achieve the

company's objectives.

Moreover, this beginning will also be remembered to be the year for

the spread of the Covid 19 pandemic, which flip upside down the

scenario to be even more difficult.

However, despite all these challenging situations, the staff of Sea

Lion 7 has pursued, day after day, with commitment and focus,

looking one after each other, this achievement in a healthy and safe

way. This is our great success.

We take the opportunity of this celebration to renew and increase

our commitment to continue on this path, because so much has been

done but nothing compared to what needs to be done to make Sea

Lion 7 an even more safe working environment.

SAFETY FIRST

By Carmine Salomita, Rig Superintendent and the Sea Lion 7 Team
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Score Card Initiative 2020 
Rig Of The Quarter and Rig Of The Year

Congratulations

I’m pleased to announce that, according to our present Score Card
procedure, the rig of Q4_2020 is PERRO NEGRO 4.

For the commitment shown and the results obtained, the Perro
Negro 4 also won the Rig of The Year 2020.

The results reflect the high commitment in both operational
activities and rig maintenance. For the rig crew, these results are
very important and also measure the ability of the rig crew and
managers to interface together and overcome difficulties.

Saipem's recognition goes to all those involved in Rig operations,
including onshore teams.

For the results, a small Saipem prize will be sent to the winning
crew as soon as possible.

Congratulations for the result being achieved.

So WELL DONE guys and keep focused!

Please pass the message to the whole crew.

HOME NEWS

To continue in the next page

Paolo Croatto 

Head of Offshore Drilling Operations

Stainless steel smartwatch
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SCORE CARD INITIATIVE

RIG OF THE QUARTER AWARD

goes to 

PERRO NEGRO 4

The management of Saipem Drilling Offshore wishes to

congratulate everybody involved in PERRO NEGRO 4

operations on achieving

“Rig of the Quarter” for Q4 of 2020

The results reflect your commitment to Saipem mission,

the level of participation in our behaviour programme

resulting in a well managed quarter combined with

excellent operational performance in a challenging

scenario.

Fabio Rondini
Head of Offshore Drilling Management Paolo  Croatto

Head of Offshore Drilling Operations 

Marco Toninelli
Offshore Drilling Division Director
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SCORE CARD INITIATIVE 2020

RIG OF THE YEAR AWARD

goes to

PERRO NEGRO 4

The results reflect your commitment to Saipem mission,

the level of participation in our behaviour programme

resulting in excellent operational performance during

the entire year duration.

Fabio Rondini
Head of Offshore Drilling Management Paolo  Croatto

Head of Offshore Drilling Operations 

Marco Toninelli
Offshore Drilling Division Director
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LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG

SAIPEM 12000 has resumed the operations in the CORAL field

Mozambique.

Unlike our Arctic colleagues on Scarabeo 8, here operations take place

in very hot and humid conditions with temperatures reaching 40ˤC .

“WHO SAID THAT MEN DON’T COMMUNICATE”

#planningandpreparationbeforethetask

SAIPEM 12000
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1. Drilling Team discussing the JSA

2. ELEC/ELTR Team having a team meeting.

3. Marine team handing over at the end of the day shift.



LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG

In Palermo, Italy

SPS Maintenance

SAIPEM 10000
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1. The Project Team … THE BEST!
2. Maintenance of Hydraracker … THE POWER!
3. Subsea Team… Connector Team!
4. Mud Pumps Maintenance … Hope nothing will be 
forgotten!



LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG

In Cartagena, Spain for maintenance

Lifesaving rules 2020 E-Learning process

Weekly HSE Tour team

Working on a new document system

Stormy weather

SCARABEO 9
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LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG

Unity is strength... when there is teamwork and collaboration,

wonderful things can be achieved. - Mattie Stepanek

Scarabeo 8 has successfully completed the Goliat C2 well and has now

moved to the G template.

All too often, those of us offshore get the glory when a job has gone

well. However, such successes would not be possible without the

support of the onshore team. #OneTeam :-)

SCARABEO 8
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1. The Dream Team – Maria, 
Technical Inspector, & Pasquale, 
Rig Manager

In Norway



LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG

In Angola

Knowing how to correctly use an equipment it’s not only important
because is how we manage to safely perform a good job. It can also
save life!

SCARABEO 5
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Automatic External Defibrillator
training session.



LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG

In Saudi Arabia

The joint work of all people builds a team for which there are no 
insurmountable obstacles.

PERRO NEGRO 9
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1. “Eyes and ears“ of PN-9. R/O monitoring every 

“movement”.

2. Good measurements and records are very 

important.

3. Another moment in time captured by the 

camera - Drill Floor

4. Everybody doing his own part of the job: 

cleaning of the ventilation fan.



LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG

In Saudi Arabia

The Covid 19 pandemic not only changed our life style at home, it
is also changed our routine work on the rig. The crew strictly
followed all precautions against Covid 19 infection while on the
Pre-Tower Meeting / Emergency drill or at work location/Weekly
Safety meeting.

PERRO NEGRO 7
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1. Weekly Emergency drill

2. Pre-Tour Meeting

3. Rig floor Driller cabin (“Dog house”)

4. Weekly Safety meeting



Our commitment is to be the best… Working safely is enjoying work!

1. Implementation of LSR walkabout – a new

safety tool.

2. Down the hole..

3. “Inventory, inventory.. nobody likes it,

everybody needs it. Warehouse team on

the never-ending voyage of keeping the

stock in order. Great job”.

4. Replacing the shaker screens

LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG

PIONEER

In Mexico



LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG

In Saudi Arabia 

We are finalizing De-completion, while we focus on DROPS 

inspection, which also helps us keep fit, preserving us from aging.

SEA LION 7 
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1. Ligabue Crew, as always to be thanked

for their efforts

2. DROPS Inspection ongoing

3. Monthly prize for best SHOC



LIFE @ SAIPEM RIG

At Belayim Field, Red Sea,  Egypt

Welder, Electrician and Floorman at work. Maintenace never stops, all
the crew doing their best to keep the Rig in excellent condition.

Red sea, amazing sky view.

PERRO NEGRO 4



NEW 
COLLEAGUES
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Ahmed Mohamed, Metwaly Hassan, Attia Medhat, Ali Mohamed

…everyone hired as roustabout on the Perro Negro 4 

at Saipem Misr for Petroleum Service. 

We wish them all good luck in the new job!

New colleagues among us
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Share your ideas at DROF Internal Communication

mailto:SAXM0625@saipem.com?subject=[Offshore%20Drilling%20Newsletter%20N.02/2021%5d-Flash%20news%202021



